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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

The  feasibility  of adding  glass  to  conventional  SOFC  cathode  contact  materials  in order  to  improve  bonding
to  adjacent  materials  in  the  cell stack  is assessed.  A  variety  of  candidate  glass  compositions  are  added
to  LSM  and  SSC.  The  important  properties  of  the  resulting  composites,  including  conductivity,  sintering
behavior,  coefficient  of  thermal  expansion,  and  adhesion  to  LSCF  and Mn1.5Co1.5O4-coated  441  stainless
steel  are  used  as screening  parameters.  Adhesion  of  LSM  to  LSCF  improved  from  3.9  to  5.3  MPa  upon
eywords:
uel cell
OFC
CM
athode contact
SR

addition  of  SCZ-8  glass.  Adhesion  of  LSM  to coated  stainless  steel  improved  from  1.8  to 3.9  MPa  upon
addition  of  Schott  GM31107  glass.  The  most  promising  cathode  contact  material/glass  composites  are
coated  onto  Mn1.5Co1.5O4-coated  441  stainless  steel  substrates  and  subjected  to  area-specific  resistance
testing  at  800 ◦C. In all cases,  area-specific  resistance  is  found  to  be  in  the range  2.5–7.5  mOhm  cm2 and
therefore  acceptable.  Indeed,  addition  of  glass  is  found  to improve  bonding  of the  cathode  contact  material
layer  without  sacrificing  acceptable  conductivity.
. Introduction

Assembly of solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) stacks typically involves
echanically and electrically connecting a number of cells and

nterconnects in series. Connection of the cathode to the intercon-
ect (or coating on the interconnect) is usually accomplished by
ompression of the stack using an external load frame, and is often
ided by the use of a cathode contact material (CCM). The CCM is an
lectrically conductive material, and is applied as a paste or ink dur-
ng stack assembly to form a continuous layer or discrete contact
ads. The CCM provides electrical connection between the cathode
nd interconnect, and can also serve to improve in-plane conduc-
ion over the area of the cathode. Fig. 1 indicates placement of the
CM in the fuel cell stack. Often, the CCM is simply a thick layer
f the electrocatalyst used in the cathode [1].  For example, a thin
SM–YSZ cathode layer optimized for electrochemical activity can
e covered with a thick LSM–CCM layer optimized for gas transport
nd electrical conductivity. A significant limitation of this approach,

owever, is that most cathode compositions require firing at high
emperature (>1100 ◦C) to achieve good sintering [2].  The use of
erritic stainless steel as the interconnect material limits the fir-

Abbreviations: SOFC, solid oxide fuel cell; CCM, cathode contact material; ASR,
rea-specific resistance; CT, coefficient of thermal expansion; LSM, La0.65Sr0.3Mn
xide; LSCF, La0.6Sr0.4Co0.8Fe0.2 oxide; SSC, Sm0.5Sr0.5Co oxide; MCO, Mn1.5Co1.5

xide; YSZ, Yttria-stabilized zirconia; XRD, X-ray diffraction; SEM, scanning electron
icroscopy; EDAX, energy dispersive analysis by X-rays.
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 510 486 5304; fax: +1 510 486 4881.

E-mail address: mctucker@lbl.gov (M.C. Tucker).
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ing temperature to 1000 ◦C or lower. In practice, therefore, using
a cathode catalyst CCM in conjunction with a stainless steel inter-
connect results in low CCM layer strength and minimal adhesion at
the CCM/interconnect or CCM/cathode interface.

Efforts to decrease the required sintering temperature through
doping [3] and control of the defect structure [3,4] have had some
success. In the present work, we  assess the merit of adding glass
to the CCM in order to improve sintering and bonding without
sacrificing acceptable conductivity of the resulting glass-ceramic
composite.

2. Approach

The CCM composition must fulfill the following requirements:

- high electronic conductivity
- sintering/bonding at 1000 ◦C or lower
- good CTE match to other cell components
- mechanical strength within the CCM layer and at the interfaces

to cathode and interconnect

Our approach is to fabricate composite mixtures of SOFC cath-
ode material and glass. Glass compositions are widely used as seals
for SOFCs, because they bond and wet  to other SOFC materials

at 1000 ◦C or below, producing mechanically robust seals [5,6].
The goal is to prepare a CCM composition that displays improved
sintering and bonding via addition of glass, without sacrificing con-
ductivity or long term stability of the resulting mixture.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2011.05.055
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:mctucker@lbl.gov
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2011.05.055
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Table 1
Thermo-mechanical properties of various glasses.

Glass identifier Manufacturer
designation

CTE (ppm K−1) Softening point (◦C)

SPG 87 W/er 9.6 662
SCN-1 SCN-1 9.9 685
SCZ-8 SCZ-8 9.5 837
Schott A G018-281 4.6 927
Schott B G018-305 13.0 908
Schott C G018-337 8.1 662
Schott D G018-311 9.8 770
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Small pellets of powder and binder (as above) were sintered in a
contacting dilatometer (Linseis L75) in air from room temperature
to 1000–1100 ◦C (depending on powder melting temperature). The
Schott E GM31107 10.0 649

ource: Data taken from manufacturers’ product literature.

Initially, a single glass is mixed with LSM in the range 0–50 wt%
lass. These mixtures are characterized for conductivity, mechani-
al properties, and reaction between the LSM and glass. The optimal
ixture ratio is chosen, and then several commercially available

lasses are mixed with LSM at this fixed mixture ratio to explore
he effect of glass composition. Mixtures with SSC as the conductor
omposition are also assessed, because the conductivity of SSC is
oughly an order of magnitude higher than that of LSM [2].  Finally,
he most promising glass/CCM mixtures are applied to MCO-coated
41 steel coupons and tested for area-specific resistance (ASR).

. Experimental methods

.1. Materials

Powders of LSM (La0.65Sr0.15MnO3) and SSC (Sm0.5Sr0.5CoO3)
ere purchased from Praxair. Glass powders were purchased

rom Spruce Pine Batch (SPG), SEM-COM (SCN-1 and SCZ-8) and
chott (A: G018-281, B: G018-305, C: G018-337, D: G018-311, E:
M31107). Thermal properties of each glass are reported in Table 1.

.2. Conductivity

Mixed glass and cathode powder of each composition was
all-milled with binder (polyvinyl butyral, dibutyl phthalate, and
enhaden fish oil) in IPA, dried, sieved, and pressed into bars. The

◦
ars were sintered at 1000 C for 1 h in air. The dimensions of the
intered bars were about 1.5 × 3 × 40 mm.  Pt mesh current leads
ere applied to the ends of the bars with Pt paste, and Pt wire

oltage leads were wrapped around the bar at 0.5 cm to either side

ig. 1. Schematic representation of CCM placed between SOFC cell and coated stain-
ess  steel interconnect.
Fig. 2. Schematic representation of ASR specimen geometries. (a) CCM/MCO-441
and  (b) CCM/LSCF.

of the centerline. Four-probe DC resistance measurements were
taken at 650–900 ◦C in air using a potentiostat-galvanostat (Bio-
logic VMP-3).

3.3. XRD and SEM

XRD (Philips X’Pert) was used to check reaction between glass
and LSM or SSC. XRD traces for pure LSM and SSC powder were
compared to those for pellets of mixed cathode and glass (as above)
after sintering at 1000 ◦C for 1 h in air.

Fracture surfaces of the sintered mixtures were imaged with
SEM and EDS (Hitachi S4300SE/N).

3.4. CTE

Small pellets of powder and binder were sintered to 1000 ◦C for
1 h in air (as above). The sintered pellets were then loaded into
a contacting dilatometer (Linseis L75) for CTE measurement from
300 to 900 ◦C in air with a heating rate of 3 ◦C min−1.

3.5. Dilatometry
Fig. 3. XRD traces for sintered LSM/SPG mixtures. Weight percent loadings of SPG
glass are indicated in the figure.
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Fig. 4. SEM images of the fracture surface of various sintered LSM/SPG

eating rate was 3 ◦C min−1, followed by a 2 h hold at the maximum
emperature. The data presented below in Section 4.2 have been
djusted to remove binder burnout, such that the zero-point occurs
t 600 ◦C (above binder features, and below sintering features).

.6. ASR measurements

Specimens for ASR measurements were prepared according to
he geometry in Fig. 2. Various CCM inks were prepared by mixing
he powders with Ferro B75717 printing vehicle using a planetary

ixer (Thinky). 441 stainless steel coupons were coated with MCO
y screenprinting at Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL).
CM layers were then screenprinted onto the MCO  layer, dried
nder a heatlamp and sintered in air at 1000 ◦C for 1 h. Pt paste

Heraeus CL11-5349) and Pt mesh (Alfa Aesar 10283) were applied
s current collectors on the CCM layers, and sintered at 800 ◦C. Pt
esh was spot-welded to the 441 coupon. The ASR specimens were

hen subjected to 500 mA  current for 200 h at 800 ◦C in air. DC cur-
ures. Weight percent loadings of SPG glass are indicated in the figure.

rent was  applied in a 4-probe configuration using a Biologic VMP3
potentiostat.

3.7. Mechanical analysis

Vickers hardness was determined using a Vickers indentation
tip loaded with 1 kg dead weight, using a Micromet microhardness
tester (Buehler). Interfacial adhesion was assessed using an epoxy-
stud pull tester (Quad Group Sebastian V). Glass/CCM inks were
printed and sintered onto LSCF and MCO-441 coupons as above.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. LSM–SPG mixtures
Mixtures of LSM and SPG glass ranging from pure LSM to 50 wt%
glass were prepared to assess the general behavior of a well-studied
SOFC cathode composition upon addition of glass. Fig. 3 shows XRD
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ity, hardness, and chemical reaction. The results are summarized
in Table 2 and discussed in more detail below. SSC was  also chosen
as a candidate CCM because it has a much higher conductivity than
ig. 5. Vickers hardness and shrinkage-upon-sintering for various LSM/SPG mix-
ures.

races for various mixtures after sintering at 1000 ◦C. Only peaks
orresponding to pure LSM are observed for 0–2.5 wt% glass. A small
eak arising from a new phase is observed at 5 wt% loading, and the
eight of this peak increases with addition of glass up to 25 wt%. The
RD trace for pure glass (not shown) does not contain any peaks,
s expected for an amorphous material. Therefore, the new peak is
ttributed to a reaction product of LSM and glass. At 50 wt%  glass
oading, nearly all of the LSM is consumed by reaction, and many
eaks assigned to reaction products are observed.

The fracture surfaces of these same mixtures are shown in Fig. 4.
ure LSM is minimally sintered after firing to 1000 ◦C, and the mor-
hology is characterized by rough particles with many small pores
omogeneously dispersed throughout. The morphology changes
ramatically upon addition of 5 wt% glass: the particles are well
intered and although a few large pores are visible, most of the fine
orosity is removed. Similar morphology is observed for 10 wt%
lass. At 25 wt% glass addition the particles become faceted, sug-
esting grain growth. At 50 wt% glass, the original LSM particles
re not observed; complete modification of the morphology has
ccurred, yielding needle-shaped crystals in a dense surrounding
atrix. This is consistent with the consumption of LSM upon addi-

ion of 50 wt% glass observed with XRD above.
Figs. 5–7 show physical, mechanical, and electrical properties

f the LSM–SPG mixtures. Pellets of LSM–SPG mixtures were sin-
ered at 1000 ◦C. Fig. 5 shows the shrinkage upon sintering and
ickers indentation hardness. The indentation hardness is a mea-
ure of a material’s resistance to plastic deformation. For these
inimally sintered samples, we expect the hardness to scale with

xtent-of-sintering and therefore use it as an indication of mechan-
cal integrity generated by particle-to-particle bonding within the
orous microstructure. Both shrinkage and hardness increase dra-
atically upon addition of up to 5 wt% glass, and then plateau or

ven decrease with higher glass content. Adhesion of LSM–SPG
ixtures to MCO-coated 441 steel substrate was determined by

tud pull test, and shown in Fig. 6. Addition of 5 wt% glass is required
efore a significant improvement is adhesion is observed. Fig. 7
hows the effect of glass addition on conductivity. In all cases,
he conductivity is not a very strong function of temperature. At

ow glass loading (1 wt% and 2.5 wt%) the conductivity is not sig-
ificantly compromised. At 5 wt% glass loading, the conductivity

s reduced by about an order of magnitude. These observations
Fig. 6. Adhesion of LSM/SPG mixtures to MCO-coated 441 stainless steel as a func-
tion of glass content.

clearly suggest a trade-off between improved mechanical prop-
erties and decreased conductivity upon addition of SPG glass to
LSM. At a loading level of 5 wt%, these effects are clearly observed,
and higher loading gives rise to significantly reduced conductivity
without much gain in mechanical properties. We  therefore selected
5 wt%  glass addition as the loading level for comparison of a variety
of glass compositions as described below in Section 4.2.

4.2. Screening various glass compositions

A variety of glass compositions were selected as candidates to
improve the mechanical properties of the cathode contact mate-
rial. The selected glasses are marketed as SOFC sealing glasses, and
are all silicate-based. They display a wide range of CTE and soft-
ening point, as shown in Table 1. Mixtures of LSM with 5 wt% of
each glass were prepared and screened for shrinkage, conductiv-
Fig. 7. Temperature-dependence of the conductivity for various LSM/SPG mixtures.
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Table  2
Summary of screening results for various CCM/glass mixtures.

CCM Glass Shrinkage at
1000 ◦C (%)

Vickers hardness
(MPa)

Stud pull test on
LSCF (MPa)

Stud pull test on
441 MCO (MPa)

LSM None 6.4 1931 3.9 1.8
LSM SPG  13.3 6006
LSM SCZ-8 8.1 2839 5.3 2.9
LSM  SCN-1 11.1 5047
LSM  Schott A 12.7 4727
LSM Schott B 14.4 5401
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improved hardness without causing significant reaction, nor reduc-
ing the conductivity by more than 50%.
LSM Schott C 13.3 3
LSM Schott D 14.1 5
LSM Schott E 13.7 5

SM [5–7]. A limited number of glass candidates were mixed with
SC. Of the Schott glass candidates, E provided the best conductivity
hen mixed with LSM, so only this composition was  mixed with

SC.
Pellets of all the compositions were sintered to 1000 ◦C, and sub-

ected to Vickers indentation. For LSM, all glasses except for SCZ-8
esulted in significant improvement in shrinkage and hardness. For
SC, addition of SPG and SCN-1 resulted in reduced shrinkage and
ardness. Addition of SCZ-8 and Schott E to SSC had minimal effect
n shrinkage and moderately improved hardness. XRD was used
o determine if reaction between the glass and CCM had occurred
uring firing at 1000 ◦C. The results are summarized in Table 2, and
ig. 8 shows representative XRD traces. For the case of LSM/Schott
, a single small peak assigned to reaction product is observed,

uggesting minimal reaction. For the case of LSM/SCN-1, several
arger peaks assigned to reaction products are observed, suggesting
ignificant reaction.

Fig. 9 shows the electronic conductivity for all mixtures after
intering at 1000 ◦C. In all cases, addition of glass reduces the con-
uctivity. Possible mechanisms include reaction with the CCM, or
igration of glass into the electronic percolation path between

CM particles. The general trends with temperature are consistent
ith those for pure LSM or SSC, suggesting that addition of glass

oes not significantly alter the mechanism of electronic conduc-
ion. For both LSM and SSC, addition of SCZ-8 and Schott E glasses
educed the conductivity less than 50%. SPG addition to SSC also ful-

Fig. 8. XRD traces for sintered LSM/Glass mixtures. Glass loading was  5 wt%.
4.8 3.9

filled this criterion. Addition of other glass compositions reduced
the conductivity significantly more.

Based on the screening properties summarized in Table 2, we
chose SCZ-8 and Schott E as the most promising glass composi-
tions for further testing and development. Both of these imparted
Fig. 9. Conductivity for various sintered CCM/glass (5 wt% glass) mixtures. (a)
LSM/glass and (b) SSC/glass.
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Fig. 10. SEM images of the fracture section of (a) LSM, (b and 

.3. Properties of most promising compositions

Fracture surfaces of LSM/glass mixtures after sintering at
000 ◦C are shown in Fig. 10.  The microstructure of pure LSM is
haracterized by submicrometer individual particles, with signif-
cant porosity uniformly dispersed throughout. This is typical for

 minimally sintered ceramic powder compact. The microstruc-
ure of the LSM/SCZ-8 mixture is similar, although the particles
re larger and noticeably more sintered. In the low-magnification
mage, it is clear that much of the glass remains intact after sinter-
ng. Two sharp-edged 20–30 �m particles of glass, surrounded by
SM particles are seen in the image. This particle size corresponds

ith that of the as-received glass powder. The microstructure for

SM/Schott E is quite different. Similar sharp-edged features are
bserved in the low-magnification image, however they are empty.
his suggests the glass has moved from its original location into
/SCZ-8, and (d and e) LSM/Schott E. Glass loading was 5 wt%.

the surrounding LSM matrix, presumably by capillary action. The
microstructure of the LSM particles away from the glass particles
is significantly denser and more completely sintered than for pure
LSM, again suggesting significant interaction of the glass with LSM
throughout the whole mixture. Note that the softening tempera-
ture of Schott E is almost 200 ◦C lower than that of SCZ-8 (Table 1),
consistent with the observed mobility of Schott E during sinter-
ing. The same general features were observed for SSC/SCZ-8 and
SSC/Schott E mixtures, although the images are not shown for space
considerations.

The impact of glass addition on the sintering behavior of LSM and
SSC is shown in Fig. 11.  In both cases, addition of SCZ-8 moderately

increases sintering and Schott E dramatically increases sintering.
This is consistent with the microstructural observations above, as
well as with the large improvement in Vickers hardness upon addi-
tion of Schott E glass. The large change in sintering behavior upon
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Fig. 13. ASR at 800 ◦C in air for (a) LSM/glass and (b) SSC/glass mixtures on MCO-
ig. 11. Sintering behavior of various CCM/glass mixtures. Glass loading was  5 wt%.

ddition of only 5 wt% (2.9 v%) Schott E to either LSM or SSC suggests
he glass is acting as a sintering aid. If the glass were only melting
nd filling some of the pore space of the ceramic matrix, such a
arge shrinkage would not be expected. Clearly, the composition of
he glass has a strong effect on its effectiveness as a sintering aid.
he CTE of pre-sintered pellets of CCM/glass mixtures is shown in
ig. 12.  For both LSM and SSC, addition of glass reduces the CTE,
mproving the CTE match to other cell materials including YSZ.

Shrinkage and Vickers hardness were expedient screening
arameters for down-selecting the most promising glass candi-
ates (Section 4.2), but those tests do not directly assess whether
he addition of glass to the CCM improves adhesion to the LSCF
athode or MCO  interconnect coating. Therefore, pull tests were
erformed with the most promising CCM/glass mixtures. The
CM/glass mixtures were screen-printed and sintered onto MCO-
oated 441 steel coupons and porous LSCF layers (presintered on
ense LSCF coupons). Epoxy-coated studs were used to assess adhe-
ion of the CCM/glass layer to the substrates. In all cases, failure
ccurred within the CCM/glass layer or at the interface to the sub-

trate (as opposed to within the substrate). The results are reported
n Table 2. For LSM, addition of both SCZ-8 and Schott E improved
dhesion to both LSCF and MCO. For SSC, adhesion to LSCF was

ig. 12. Temperature-dependence of the CTE for various CCM/glass mixtures. Glass
oading was 5 wt%.
coated 441 stainless steel substrates. Glass loading was 5 wt%.

improved, but both glasses reduced adhesion to MCO. It is not clear
why this is the case, although we note that the large CTE difference
between SSC (∼21 ppm K−1) and 441 stainless steel (∼13 ppm K−1)
may  be a factor. These pull test results clearly indicate that addi-
tion of glass to the CCM can be an effective strategy to improve
the adhesion to neighboring materials at room temperature. Future
work will determine if the improved adhesion persists at the 800 ◦C
operating temperature.

4.4. ASR results for most promising compositions

The most promising CCM/glass combinations (and pure CCMs
as baseline) were applied to MCO-coated 441 stainless steel inter-
connect coupons and assessed for area-specific resistance (ASR).
The specimens were subjected to 0.5 mA cm−2 at 800 ◦C for 125 h
or longer, and the results are shown in Fig. 13.  Both pure LSM and
SSC displayed a relatively low initial ASR, which roughly doubled
over the first 75 h of testing and then became stable. Addition of
both glasses to LSM caused an increase in initial ASR, but did not
adversely affect stability after the initial 25 h of transient behav-
ior. The increase in ASR upon addition of glass is larger than would
be predicted by the increase in conductivity for the bulk materials
(Fig. 9 and Table 2). It is unclear why  this is the case. Reaction of the
glass with the substrate is ruled out by the EDAX analysis below.
We speculate that the discrepancy arises from differenced in the
microstructure of the bulk and thin layer CCM/glass mixtures for
the following two reasons. The bulk material shrinks significantly
upon sintering, whereas the thin layer applied to MCO-441 sub-
strate is constrained during sintering. Also, the bulk material was
mixed by ball mill so relatively large glass particles remain intact. In
contrast, the thin layer ink was mixed in a planetary mill, so reduc-
tion of the glass particle size and therefore improved dispersion of

the glass throughout the mixture is expected. For SSC, addition of
glass caused a relatively small increase in initial ASR, but the ASR
was somewhat less stable than for pure SSC or the LSM/glass combi-
nations. Note that even the highest ASR recorded, for LSM/SCZ-8, is
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Fig. 14. Cross-section SEM images of LSM/glass and LSM laye

eemed acceptable because it is much lower than the ASR expected
or an operating SOFC.

After ASR testing, the specimens were cross-sectioned and
nalyzed with SEM/EDAX. Representative results are shown in
igs. 14 and 15.  In all cases, good bonding and a crisp transition

t the CCM/MCO interface is observed. For the layers with glass,
mall voids are visible, presumably arising from glass particles as
bserved above in Fig. 10.  The cross-sections of specimens with SSC

ig. 15. EDAX linescan across the interface between LSM/SCZ-8 and MCO-coated
41 stainless steel.
 MCO-coated 441 stainless steel substrates after ASR testing.

(not shown) were similar. EDAX analysis was used to determine the
extent of interdiffusion between the CCM/glass and MCO  layers. In
all cases, no significant interdiffusion was  observed. The results for
LSM/SCZ-8 (the composition showing the highest ASR) are shown
in Fig. 15.  No interdiffusion is observed. Note that the EDAX peaks
for Si and Sr overlap, but neither is observed in the MCO  layer.

5. Conclusions

The feasibility of adding glass to conventional CCM materials
in order to improve bonding has been assessed. The composition
of the glass plays a significant role in the quality of the resulting
composite. Many glasses reacted with the CCM or reduced the con-
ductivity of the CCM/glass composite to an unacceptably low level.
The glasses SCZ-8 and Schott E reduced the conductivity mini-
mally, and so were pursued further. Addition of both glasses to
LSM improved adhesion to LSCF and MCO-441 substrates, result-
ing in 4.8 and 3.9 MPa  respectively. Addition of both glasses to SSC
improved adhesion to LSCF substrate, but not to MCO-441. The
ASR of CCM/glass composite layers was  moderately higher than
that of pure CCM materials, falling in the range 2.5–7.5 mOhm cm2.
Based on these results, we  conclude that addition of glass to the
CCM is an effective strategy to improve bonding and mechanical
properties of the resulting CCM/glass composite, without sacrific-
ing acceptable conductivity. Addition of Schott E glass to LSM was

a particularly satisfying example; adhesion strength was signifi-
cantly improved, while maintaining a low and stable ASR. Future
work will determine if the improvement in bonding persists at the
SOFC operating temperature, and whether the addition of glass has
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